
 

Ex 6.1 Siting an Internet café in Orange County, California  
 
A new franchisee for the company InstantWorld has the goal is to open a high-speed Internet café (with 
speeds 100 times faster than standard Wi-Fi)  in Orange County, California. Demographic analysis 
indicates that high speed Internet cafés do best in neighborhoods with the following criteria: 
 

1. median age of the neighbourhood (block group) is less than 22. 
2. within 1 kilometer of a high school, university, or college. (attract young people including young 

professionals). 
3. Within 300 meters of a busy street (with a MAF/TIGER MTFCC of S1100 or S1200). 
4. At least 10 kilometers away from the Pacific Ocean.  (Studies show that areas closer to the ocean 

are already saturated with Internet cafés catering for tourists.  Aim is to attract local clientele.)  
 

Find and download Data 
[1] US Census statistical boundaries and demographic data 
https://www.census.gov/geographies/mapping-files/time-series/geo/tiger-data.html 
These database files contain BOTH geography shapefiles and ACS survey data tables. 
Scroll down to ‘Block Group’ > California.  Download ACS_2018_5YR_BG_06.gbd.zip (190 MB)  
 
[2] TIGER/LINE shapefilesUS Census Bureau: Landmarks (schools), Roads (busy streets) and Shorelines 
These shapefiles contain geographic features for working with the census data.  
https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles/index.php 
Download > (most recent year available) > Select a layer type > 
Features > Landmarks > both the Area Landmarks and the Point Landmarks > California 
Features > Roads > download all roads (not primary / secondary) for California > Orange County. 
Features  > Shorelines. 
unzip (extract) files in temp data folder (data):  ACS _06, roads, coastline, arealm (landmarks), pointlm.   
 
Import Data 
Open new Map in ArcGIS Pro. Name the project 2_Cafe.  
Add > ACS_2018_5YR_BG_06_CALIFORNIA, shorelines; landmark_area; landmark_point; roads. 
 

Map Projection 
According to the metadata for the TIGER files  Census Bureau shapefiles are in Global Coordinate System 
North American Datum 1983.   Map > Properties > Coordinate System > verify GCS NAD1983.   
Select and Set a new Projection System 
 
To create sensible distance /area measures data should be re-projected  to a projected coordinate 
system, preferably an equal area projection. Albers Equal area will maximize equal areas. 
Choose: NAD 1983 2011 California Teale Albers 
Use the tool Project (Data Management) to change Projection for block_groups (globe icon) Projected > 
State Systems > NAD 1983 2011 California Teale Albers (meters). output: block_groups_alb (for Albers)   
 
Project 4 more layers into Albers (Meters) projection, saving to the .gdb: roads_alb, coastlines_alb, 
landmark_area_alb, and landmark_point_alb.   
 (Note: they are still –‘reprojected’ on the fly into GCS as they are automatically put onto the map). 

https://www.census.gov/geographies/mapping-files/time-series/geo/tiger-data.html
https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles/index.php


 

 
Create a new Map 
Insert > New Map.  Rename as Map_Alb (Albers projection). (Hint: click on Map1 in Contents to rename)  
Add Data (or drag) > (from 2_cafe.gdb) > block_groups_alb.   
Verify that the projection is in Albers in map properties. (Note: coordinate units at each map base are 
different; in lat-long for geographic, and in meters West/ South for projected/Albers). 
Add all 4 more projected layers.  

 
Prepare Data for Analysis 
Reduce California block group data to Orange County 
new layer: block_groups_Orange _alb  
(Hint: COUNTYFP (FIPS Code) = 059 is Orange County) 
 
Reduce all other data to Orange County 
Use this new dataset to reduce all other data to Orange County.  
(Note: final coastlines will extend beyond Orange County; because the way 
coastlines were originally digitized.) 
 
Join Age demographic information to County block groups. 
(Hint: X01 has a field GEOID.  Block groups has GEOID & GEOID_Data) 
Export to create a permanent new layer: blockgroup_orange_alb_demog. 
 
[**JMZ Note: At this point my version got stuck on pending.  The Joined 
layer was not able to be exported - too much data for my little computer!    
I solved it by creating a reduced size table. With the table: Data > Export 
table to the gdb, but delete from the Field Map all but three fields. The 
fields I selected based on the metadata (see image): Population is 
B01001e1, MEDIAN AGE B01002e1.  Then, with the new Small Table ‘Age’ I 
was able to rejoin, and finally, to export to the .gdb.] 
 
Metadata Data Codes (information) 
Field names: Total Population is B01001e1; MEDIAN AGE BY SEX is B01002e1 
MTFCC –Class Code for “School or Academy” is K2543.  Universities and colleges are: K2540. 
Primary Roads code S1100; Secondary Road is S1200.  (Note: both count as ‘busy roads’ for the study.)  
 
Symbolize 
Symbolize by median age (B01002e1) (classification Quantile) with young people as the brightest color. 

Symbolize roads according to unique value -MTFCC.  (Use ‘ ’ to add only the two codes to the 
symbology) Ensure that the 2 roads codes are visually prominent.  Symbolize point landmarks as simple 
points, and area landmarks as noColor shapes. 
 
  



 

Analyze the Data:  
Criteria 1: Median age of the neighbourhood (block group) is less than 22. 
Orange County neighborhoods with average population median age (attribute: B01002e1) less than 22. 
Export this data set.  
 
Criteria 2: within 1 kilometer of a high school, university, or college. 
Schools attribute from landmark points (MTFCC: K2543) are all schools including the elementary and 
middle schools. Reduce selection where FULLNAME “contains the text” Middle Schl, Elementary Schl, 
and Elem Sch.  (Hint: be certain to remove FROM current selection and use “OR” instead of “AND”) 
 
NOTES 1: (INCLUDE ANSWERS IN FINAL PROJECT) 
How many neighborhoods (blockgroups) are there in Orange County?  
How many have population with median age below 22?  
How many schools and universities are included in the study? 
 
Create I km buffers, around the selected (high) schools points.   
Create 1 km buffers around landmark areas which are also schools and universities. 

Landmark areas (MTFCC is K2540 or K2543). 
As with the point data, remove Middle Schl, Elementary Schl, and Elem Sch from your selection.  (should 
remove 1 feature).   (Unlike point feature buffers these will have different shapes.) 
 
Consider land near educational institutions 
Merge to combine the two buffer layers into one layer.  (output: buffer_1kmEduc.  default “field map”) 
 
Intersect areas with proximity to Orange County high schools / universities AND 
neighborhoods with median age less than 22. Output: schools_age_ok   
 
The attribute table for the new schools_age_ok shows a number of duplicate 
institutions listed under FULLNAME. Duplication is because of small polygons 
left over from the buffering, merging, intersection operations.   To eliminate 
this duplication do a trick: summery COUNT of places that have a different 
FULLNAME. 
 
Summary Statistics on FULLNAME field. output table education_unique_names: statistics field: 
FULLNAME COUNT; Case field: FULLNAME. 
 
NOTES 2: 
How many unique schools/universities are near the locations you are considering for InstantWorld (the 
number of unique names in the summary statistics table) ? 
 
Criteria 3: Site must be near a busy street to ensure sufficient traffic to the café.    
Busy streets (MTFCC is S1100 or S1200). 
 
Narrow the selection:  
Intersect  ONLY those area that are (i) near busy streets (using a buffer distance of 300 meters), (ii) in 
suitably young neighborhoods, and (iii) near schools.  Output: schools_age_streets_ok.   
(Note: ALTERNATIVE tools Intersect or Select By Location) 



 

 
NOTES 3:  Areas near busy streets, in suitable neighbor-hoods and near schools. How many polygons in 
are now under consideration for the InstantWorld site? 
 
Criteria 4: Coastline  At least 10 kilometers away from the Pacific Ocean. 
(Note: Orange County coastline shows segments just north and south of the Orange county portion. 
Open the attribute table > select the row in the table that represents only the Orange County coastline. 
 
Combine All Criteria 
Erase from the sites under consideration before the shoreline was considered, all area that fall within 
the shoreline zone.   output: final_sites_internetcafe: 
 
Create a map layer that shows the final areas under consideration for InstantWorld.   
There should now be 3 clusters (each with several polygons), in the north, the west, and the southeast.  
 
NOTES 4:  There are now 3 clusters of sites.  How many polygons are under consideration? 
Describe what landmarks each of these three clusters fall near. (universitiies, museums etc) 
Identify a street addresses for 3 proposed locations of the internet café? 
(to obtain a street address, right click on the area and use the “What’s Here?” reverse geocoding tool.) 
Describe your advice: what zone do you think would be the best of the three, and why. (This is an 
opinion, there is no clear answer here). 
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